
Auto Pilot Purge Instructions, Bubble Purge Pro SC and Bubble Purge
Pro DC (non-manufacturer specific)
NOTE: these are generalized instructions that can be used to purge most Auto Pilot systems
using our Bubble Purge Pro SC and Pro DC Kits, for instructions and methods specified for your
system, consult the manufacturer for specifics and recommendations.

● After you have completed the main system purge, you are now ready to purge your Auto
Pilot Pump.

● For most Auto Pilot pumps, by the time you have finished the main system fill and
purge, the A.P. pump will have already been filled and mostly primed. Most of the A.P.
pumps in service today will have a purge screw (usually with a back handle), open the
purge screw, which will allow any air remaining in the pump to vent into the main port
and starboard steering hoses.

● Go to Key-On, 12V powered on, and using the Auto Pilot control pad on the console,
actuate the Auto Pilot steering pump to vent any remaining air by holding down the
(direction arrow) control key for a couple seconds to Port (or Starboard) then repeat the
process to the opposite direction. This toggle process should finish purging your Auto
Pilot pump. After completing this process, close off the purge screw on the AP pump.

● At this point, with the Pro DC or SC connected to helm and cylinders, bleeders open,
power down the system and turn the wheel a few more times in both directions and any
air that has been kicked into the main hoses by the Auto Pilot pump will vent out through
the cylinder bleed fittings into the Cylinder Attachment.

● Test: Check alignment on the motors if applicable. Close cylinder bleed fittings and
power up the system at Key-On, use the key pad on the console to turn the motors lock to
lock, at this point the motors should physically steer to Port and Starboard lock using just
the Auto Pilot control pad.

● ***If the Auto Pilot Pump has an external bleed fitting (usually identical to your
Cylinder bleeder fittings) you can connect the female end of the Return Hose to the
bleeder fitting, open it and vent the pump with Key-on, 12V powered on, use the
directional turn arrows on the A.P. Control Pad, you will vent any remaining air out of the
Pump into the Bubble Purge Pro SC or DC Return Hose assembly, this usually will only
need couple seconds in each direction to complete the process. After venting the pump,
close the bleed fitting, disconnect the Return Hose from the pump and reconnect it to the
Pro DC Cylinder Attachment, check the system for air, if none is present, close up the
cylinder bleed valves and disconnect the Pro DC of SC Kit.
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